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Technícal Note

Summary rVind-induced pressure coefficients are required for evaluating the energy
performance of existing buildings, validating new building designs and, mosr recently, for
multizone air flow computer models as input data. However, the traditional method of obtaining
pres sure coefficients, by experiment, is time consuming, expensive and not amenable to
parametric changes. vork with an existing computational fluid dynamics (cro) code, FLUENT,
has been carried out for the new application of predicting building pressu¡e coefficients. The
equations describing three-dimensional, turbulent flow fields around a building are solved using a
frnite difference technique. Comparison between experimental data and those of the cFD program
showed good agreement. In addition, it is much more efûcient and economical. To demonslrate
the fleúbility of the cro model, a new design concept was also examined; this shows that building
a through slot in the middle of a high-rise building reduces the wind induced pressure and thus
tlre rate of air infilt¡ation.
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List of symbols

K Turbulence kinetic energy (J)
e Turbulence dissipation (J s-t)
Cp Pressurecoefficient(Non-dimensional)
p Building surface air pressure (N m-2)
þreî Free stream static pressure, used as a reference

(N m-z¡
V-r Free stream velocity, used as a reference (m s-t)
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no building size limitations, as well as being cheaper to set
up. It is also easier to investigate parametrically the changes
induced in the pressure field by small changes in a building's
design. Another attracrive general feature of the cFD method
is that it provides, in addition to pressure coefficients, valu-
able by-products such as the detailed air flow patre,:n around
the building. Thus, as well as a knowledge of pressure
coefficients there a¡e clues to why certain values ofpressure
coefflcient are present and, if required, ways of reducing
them.

Vork has been carried out in rhe Building Science Unit of
Sheffield University on rhe application of rhe cFD merhod
to the calculation of wind induced pressure coefficients on
buildings. Firstly, the calculation procedure is described,
then the results are presented in section 3, which is divided
into two parts. The first part presents the work on the
validation of the cro code and the second presents a hypo-
thetical case study of its application which not only dem-
onstrates the capability of the code but also an inreresting
conclusion from the case study.

2 Calculationprocedures

In this work, the flów simulation sofrware FLUENT was
used, which solves the full Navier-Stokes equations in their
three-dimensional form. Actually, since the flows under
consideration in this srudy are turbulent, FLUENT solves
the averaged Navier-Stokes equations, with additional
Reynolds stress terms.

2.1 Turbulence model

The unknown Reynolds stress terms were modelled using
the standard K - e model, which links these terms, via
two equations, to other flow parameters. This model is
considered adequate for calculating the relatively simple flow
in the study, and the model has been widely used in cro
applications in the area of air infiltration and ventilation, as
in Reference 2.

pressure coefficients: Applicotion of three-dimensionol cro
to prediction

1 Introduction

Vind-induced pressure distributions around a building
envelope are of fundamental importance to the magnitude
of air infiltration into the building, siuce the wind pressure
is usually the major driving force for air infiltration. In
engineering practice, the pressure distribution charac-
teristics of a building are described in terms of pressure

informati not only for
tightness designs, but
t data for ages such as

Traditionally, pressure coefficients have been obtained by
means eithe¡ of direct measurements under real wind con-
ditions or measurements
This note investigates w
the cFD (computational
advanced grearly in the I
rn computer technology.

The cro method has several advantages over the traditional
methods. The real wind measurements are known to be

of the difhculty in gerting
, this is not a problem with
additional benefit of being

easler to set up, less costly and taking less time to run.
uompared with the wind tunnel measurement method, the
cFD method has the advantage of simulating the boundary
layer wind profile mor. a..uiutely and morã easily, havin!
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dilemma, in this \ryork, denser grids were used near the
building where the gradients were likely to be high and
coarser grids away from the building to reduce the total
number of cells. In addition, to promote numerical stability,
the ratios between the lengths of the sides of a cell were kept
around unity for the cells close to the building, but the cells
were allowed to take an increasingly longitudinal shape the
further away they were from the building. The ratio of
expansion, in the direction of away from the building, of
the distance between parallel grid lines is about 1.2.

The finite-difference equations resulting from the dis-
cretisation process described above were solved using the
SIMPLE(3) algorithm. The solution convergence speed was
increased by means of the over-relaxation technique after a

certain number of iterations, during which the solution had
shown steady convergence.

2.2 Boundary conditions

The computation domain is shown in Figure l. Since the
building only affects the air flow in its close surroundings,
only the flow in the area close to the building was calculated.
However, this causes the boundary of the calculation domain
to be too close to the building. Since these boundaries were
treated as walls in the code, unrealistic extra shear stress
was added into the flow surrounding the building, causing
modelling inaccuracy. This problem is solved by giving'slip
wall'boundary conditions to the side and top boundaries of
the calculation domain. The buildings in this study are all
symmetrical about their central symmetrical plane. This fact
was utilised to reduce the amount of computer storage
and calculation required by including only one half of the
building in the computation domain. As a consequence, the
central symmetrical plane becomes one of the boundaries
and the symmetrical boundary condition has to be imposed,
which assumes that the velocity component perpendicular
to the plain is zero and all scalar gradients are zero. The
velocity profile and turbulence intensity at the inlet of the
computation domain were set to be those of the appropriate
boundary layer wind.

2.3 Numerical Scheme

The Navier-Stokes equations were discretised into ûnite-
d dis-
higher

,äïå
in this work. A multi-dimensional Cartesian grid system was
employed and the choice of the density of the grid was based

On the one hand, the grid has to be
radients can be accurately presented
equations and the calculated flow is

detailed and accurate. On the other hand, the grid has to be
coarse enough so that the number of cells is within the range
that the storage of a given computer can cope with and the
solution converges at reasonable speed. To cope with this
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 Code aalidation

Code validation can be carried out by comparing the code's
prediction of pressure coefficients with data from cor-
responding experimental measurements either in the real
wind or in a wind tunnel. However, the latter is preferred
to the former, which suffers from much higher levels of
uncefiainty of data accuracy, as explained in the intro-
duction.

Although a significant number of wind runnel tests of build-
ing pressure coefficients have been reported(4's) only a small
number of them actually provide all the information that is
needed for input to the cFD code, so that the cro prediction
can be computed and the comparison made. The best set of
tests so far available, as far as this comparison is concerned,
is that by Hussain and Lee(ó). Detailed information on wind
velocity and turbulence intensity(7) profiles, measurement
method, as well as positions of reference pressure and ref-
erence velocity were given. Moreover, a pressure coefficient
profile along the vertical centre line of the windward facade,
consisting of more than l0 data points, was measured,
making detailed and reliable comparison with the cFD pre-
diction possible.

The wind tunnel Hussain and Lee used was fan driven, with
a honeycomb section ro straighten the flow. The working
length, measuring 7 .2 m, and the working section, meas-
uring 1.2 mx l.zm) can be divided into two parts. In the
front, a castellated fence, a row ofspires and a regular array
of floor roughness were installed so that the air flow, when
passing through, would develop a velocity prof.le of the same
form as that of a typical urban wind-a power law in shape
with an exponent index of 0.28. In the lower part of the
profile, the measured velocity is larger than that cor-
responding to the 0.28 power law and the true value was
incorporated into the cro calculation. The second part of
the working section contained a turntable with the model
building at the centre. All the models used by Hussain and
Lee were rectangular in shape with one side perpendicular
to the wind direction. However, they differed from each
other in height, frontal ratio and side ratio. The model
chosen for the cro calculation was among the taller ones and
thus the pressure coefficients measured on the model are
likely to be more accurate. The model measured
36 mm x 36 mm x 61.2 mm and had 12 pressure tappings
(made of hypodermic tubing) in a vertical line in the cenrre
of its windward facade. The measured pressure profile was
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reduced into a pressure coefficient profile using the following
formula

n -Þ 
- Þ,rtu': wi (l)

where Cp, p and p are the external pressure coefficient, air
density and pressure, respectively. þ¿ is the free stream
static pressure measured at a point above the model and Vr.¡
is the free stream velocity or the maximum velocity at the
top of the boundary layer.

3o cro for building þressure cofficients
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Figure 3 Leeward pressure coefûcient profiles: comparison between cFo
and experiment

mena in the leeward side of the building are more complex
(with three-dimensional vortical structures) rhan in the
windward side. Consequently, the number of nodes in the
leeward side (the same as in the windward side) is not large
enough to simulate accurately the gradients of flow variables
there and thus the simulation accuracy suffered. Another
contributing factor is probably rhat the K - e model is not
suitable for the complex flow regime in the leeward side of
the building. To improve the accuracy of the cro prediction
of leeward pressures, more nodes (denser grids) could be
used. However, they are currently not available because
of computer storage limitations. In addition, other more
accurate turbulence models should be tested against the
K - e model, as they become incorporated into the current
code.

To sum up: for the geometrically simple case of an isolated
rectangular building model in a shear flow boundary layer
the cp'o results for windward pressure coefficients are in good
agreement with the experimental data. Leeward pressure
coefficient predictions may be improved when more accurate
models are available and computers with larger srorage are
in use in the future.
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Figure 2 lüindward pressure coefficient profiles: comparison between
cpp and experiment

Figure 2 shows the
frcient profrle along
with that from Hus
on the latter curve c
not measured at the top of the windward facade but at
the point 3 mm back along the roof cenrral line. This is
acceptable, since pressures at these two points are usually
very close to each other. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the
cro predictio
result. Both c
at around the
coefficient is
velocity at higher vertical planes. Both curves then drop
sharply. This reduction in pressure coefûcient is because thè
building causes a contraction in the streamlines and thus
causes the air to be accelerated over the top of the building.
Figure 3 shows the comparison between the leeward pressure
distributions obtained from the cFD calcularion ãnd the
experiments of Hussain and Lee. The agreement between
the two curves is not as good as that between the windward
pressure curves. This is probably because the flow pheno-
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3.2 Application

As mentioned in the introduction, the cFD code can also
be used for investigating a proposed building design, in
identifying the causes of air infiltration problems and conse-
quently proposing a solurion. This is demonsrrared in the
following hypothetical example.

It has been known(6) that among the parameters describing
the configuration of á building, the building height is the
most prominent in influencing the building surface pressures
under wind. These pressures increase with height at a
significant rate. Since high building surface pressures may
lead to excessive air infiltration into the building, which in
turn causes excessive energy consumption, it is desirable,
especially for high-rise buildings, that the pressure be
reduced. A reasonable proposal is to build a slot across the
middle of a tall building, so rhar the tall building is reduced
(Figure 4) to two much shorter ones (referred to below as
upper and lower parts) in the hope that the building surface
pressures are reduced. Moreover, this slot introduces air
directly to the leeward side of the building, reducing the
degree ofvacuum and thus the negative pressure there. This
design concept is tested using the cFD code, to demonstrate
the flexibility of such a code.
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Figure 4 The two buildings used in the application case study

Two buildings (Figure 4), one with and the other without
the slot (otherwise identical), are used in the calculation.
The simulated wind has a power-law velocity profile and is
in the direction of the slot. The power law profrle index is
0.28 which is the typical value for an urban wind(6).

Figure 5 shows the pressure profiles along the windward
and leeward facade vertical centre lines of both buildings.
Concentrating on the pressure profiles corresponding to
the lower parts of both buildings, one would notice the
improvement the slot introduces-both the windward press-
ure and leeward negative pressure have been reduced, the
reduction of the latter being the more significânt. However,
the picture for the upper parts of the buildings is, unex-
pectedly, not so clear cut. On the windward facade the

Pressure (pa)

Figure ó Velocity 6elds immediately surrounding the two buildings
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Figure 5 Comparison between
the two buildings for (a) $(/indward
and (b) Leeward surfaces
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introduction of the slot actually increased the pressure. To
find out the cause, jnformation on the velocity field around
the building, provided by the cro code as a by-product, \ryas
looked at. It turned our rhar the slot diverted part of the
flow which originally climbs up and rhen flows over the
building (Figure 6). As a result, the speed of the flow
climbing up the building reduces (see Table l) and conse-
quently the pressure increases as dictated by Bernoulli's law.

Table I The comparison of air velocities on the surfaces of
the upper parts of the two buildings

3o cro for building þtessure cofficimæ

COMIS). Compared with traditional experimental methods
the cro technique is much more efficient in terms of time,
and more economical in terms of manpower and physical
model construction cost.

An example of further applications of the cro method is the
examination of a new design concept using the cFD method
which has been carried out. This shows that building a

through-slot in the middle of a high rise building reduces the
wind-induced pressure (and thus the râte of air infiltration).

The pressure that drives air infiltration is generated not only
by wind, but also by temperature differences (benveen the
inside and outside of a building or between two zones of one
building). The crn simulation of the latter phenomenon is
currently being studied.
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Relative height
Velocity (m s-r) without slot
Velocity (m s-ì) with slot

0.9
t.4
l,05

1.0
3.46
3. 16

l.l
6.55
6.32

0.8
0.649
0.622

However, the leeward negative pressure of the upper part
reduces due to the introduction of the slot and this reduction
more than compensates for the increase of windward press-
ure (Figure 5). So the slot is benefrcial to the upper part of
the building too. Based on the above discussion, it can be
concluded that the slot design is an effective way of reducing
wind-induced pressure and thus the rate of air infiltration
for high-rise buildings.

4 Conclusions and future work

The suitability of applying a cFD method to building pressure
coefficient calculations has been assessed for a simple rect-
angular building model for a normal incidence wind direc-
tion. The three-dimensional, turbulent flow field equations
were solved using the finite-difference technique. Com-
parison between experimental data and those of the cFD
method, which involves 20 points on the building surfaces,
showed good agreement. It is obviously necessary that other
types of building of various geometries and houses subiected
to wind of various directions be used to test the cro method
as suitable experimental data become available.

The cpo technique can be used in obtaining detailed pressure
coefficient information for an existing building, validating a

new design, probing an air infiltration problem and pro-
viding input data for multi-zone air flow models (e.g.
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